
CASE STUDY
Customer profile: IT Flakes FZ LLC

Industry: Cloud Solutions

Product: Microsoft Azure

The Client
IT Flakes is a full-service IT consultancy headquartered in Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates which aims to provide cost-efficient office automation solutions 
to medical offices, dental practices, wellness operators and polyclinics. The 
company is behind the Dok32 cloud-based patient management platform 
which has attracted a client base of over 150 health and wellness providers in 
the Emirates. 

The Opportunity
IT Flakes had been hosting clinics on its patient management platform via a 3rd party datacenter 
but ran into trouble when the DC failed to deliver and Dok32 clients were left with no access 
to their patient management system and faced a major downtime. The issue was crucial to the 
company’s reputation and business continuity as, by law in the UAE, the healthcare and medical 
sector is required to securely maintain patient records for at least five years.

They approached Cobweb MENA to find a viable and sustainable solution.
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“We chose Azure being comfortable with Microsoft’s UAE 
data centres and the speed of access to our applications 
they enabled. It was a very cost-effective option which 
provided significantly more capability than traditional data 

centre providers. We are now thinking about integrating 
other Azure advanced features, including its Data & AI offerings into 
our infrastructure. It’s so convenient to have all these features in a 
single DC.

- Mohamad Hijazi, CEO, I.T. Flakes

The Solution
Microsoft Azure would come to the rescue providing a safe and efficient cloud solution to 
complement Dok32 practice management.

After a thorough forensic briefing and investigation, Cobweb proposed that IT Flakes migrate 
to its own Azure account which would host Dok32 with its clients each individually migrating to 
Azure and logging onto the platform via their own accounts. Cobweb would provide additional 
Azure capacity to Dok32 clients needing higher data storage. The clients would be totally in 
control of their data while being able to access Dok32 capabilities.

Together with IT Flakes, Cobweb created a ‘Clinic in a Box Cloud Server’ package to deliver a 
highly secure Microsoft Azure cloud solution for healthcare providers. The package follows the 
industry’s most stringent privacy practices freeing clients of IT concerns and giving them more 
time to focus on the nation’s health and wellbeing. 

By hosting their Dok32 application on Azure, IT Flakes clients would:

 3 Better detect, diagnose, and treat patients 

 3 Be in total control of their crucial patient data

 3 Get full migration support

 3 Obtain a fully managed hosting infrastructure including backup and scalable resource

Three ‘Clinic in A Box’ packages were created - small, medium, and large - available from just 
AED1,000 per month, depending upon individual requirements. The package variants provide 
suitable options for all healthcare providers from independent professionals, medium-sized 
clinics, or larger facilities, including hospitals.



If you would like to know more about how Azure can future proof 
your business, talk to Cobweb today! 

 +971-4-427-2420     sales.uae@cobweb.com     www.cobweb.ae

The Opportunity
IT Flakes migrated to Azure to host the Dok32 platform with a 25% cost saving on its 3rd party 
provider. IT Flakes’ Dok32 clients are now gradually migrating to the Azure-powered ‘Clinic in A 
Box’ benefitting from:

“Cobweb understood what we needed and provided 
quick support to get us started. We’ve been very satisfied 
with Cobweb’s business development partner approach 
which takes care of service from the project start to 

after sales support which is vital in our market and industry. We’ve 
had bad experiences with other vendors and Cobweb justified our 
choice. It kept us fully informed all through the migration which was 
handled with minimal downtime and no productivity impact. Azure 
is helping us reduce costs and we are planning the next phase of our 
cloud journey.”

- Mohamad Hijazi, CEO, I.T. Flakes

Improved Dok32 access

Connect from anywhere facility

Total patient data control

Freedom from IT concerns

Ability to host sensitive applications

Can be scaled up or down when you 
need it

Secure data back-up

Pay for only what you use each 
month

Fully Ministry of Health compliant

Full working week technical support


